
ACCESSIBILITY AND INDEPENDENCE

HAND WASHING: AN AUTOMATIC REFLEX! 
TEMPOMATIC 4 electronic soap dispenser

The DELABIE Group, an expert in sanitary equipment for public buildings, continues to innovate. 

Its flagship product, the TEMPOMATIC 4 electronic tap, has just found the ideal hygiene partner - 

the electronic soap dispenser. And, as with taps, to be 100% hygienic, it has to be 100% touch-free.

New hygiene partner

The TEMPOMATIC family called out for a basin-mounted 
soap dispenser! Like its colleagues in the tap range, 
it’s electronic and, therefore, touch-free, with mains supply.

Thanks to an infrared sensor, the soap dispenser is more 
hygienic, avoiding any contamination by hand. 
A new weapon in the fight against bacteria! 

Shared design

The TEMPOMATIC 4 electronic soap dispenser was 
specifically designed to match the TEMPOMATIC 4 range 
of mixers and taps from DELABIE. 
Their shared design, modern and universal aesthetic, 
and chrome-plated finish are the key elements which 
elevate public washrooms which have become a showcase 
for the hygiene and design of the whole building.

Three-way function

The TEMPOMATIC 4 electronic soap dispenser 
is compatible with liquid and foam soap as well 
as hydroalcoholic gel for models with a tank. 

Thanks to the no-waste, non-drip dispenser, the right 
amount of soap for effective hand washing is always 
dispensed. The electronic soap dispenser therefore 
advocates waste prevention and efficiency. 

Instant refill 

Soap dispenser tanks need to be refilled regularly by 
maintenance staff. However, they are generally difficult 
to reach because the tank is often located under the basin 
or in inaccessible spaces. The TEMPOMATIC 4 deck-
mounted electronic soap dispenser facilitates filling tanks 
thanks to the intuitive and innovative clip-on system 
of its removable tank. 

TEMPOMATIC 4 
electronic soap dispenser
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DELABIE, manufacturer’s expertise

DELABIE, a 100% family-owned French company, founded in 1928, is the European market leader in water controls and sanitary equipment for public and commercial places.  

The company offers five product ranges specifically for this market: Commercial water controls, Hospital water controls, Accessibility and Hygienic accessories, Stainless steel 

sanitary ware and Specialist water controls.

Over 2,000 DELABIE manufactured items, including international references, are exported from its factory in France to more than 90 countries.

The company has 9 subsidiaries worldwide: Germany, Austria, Benelux, United Kingdom, Spain, Portugal, Poland, United Arab Emirates (Dubai) and China (Hong-Kong).
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PRODUCT BRIEF / HAND WASHING: AN AUTOMATIC REFLEX!
The DELABIE Group, an expert in sanitary equipment for public places has launched its new TEMPOMATIC 4 electronic soap dispenser.  
Available in a basin-mounted chrome-plated version, this product has been designed to match DELABIE’s TEMPOMATIC 4 mixers and taps 
perfectly. The whole assembly is designed to enhance public washrooms, while encouraging total hygiene thanks to its touch-free operation 
and its compatibility with liquid and foam soap and hydroalcoholic gel.
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